
HOMENESTRY: FURNITURE CREATED WITH RESPECT FOR NATURE 

Warmia and Masuria, a picturesque region with beautiful lakes, lush nature, and 

secluded corners, not only delights tourists, but is also a source of inspiration for the 

creators of the Homenestry brand. 

 
 

It is in this ecological and harmonious environment that unique furniture is created, which not 

only looks beautiful in our interiors, but also incorporates the unique philosophy of nature. 

 

The Homenestry brand is a blend of passion for design and love of nature. Each piece of 

furniture created by skilled artisans reflects the beauty and durability hidden in local raw 

materials. The wood at the heart of our furniture comes from the forests of Warmia and 

Mazury, where concern for ecology and sustainable management of nature are a priority. 

 

- Creating furniture with a passion for nature is of great importance to us," says Magdalena 

Cierniewska of Homenestry. - We want every piece of Homenestry furniture not only to be 

functional and beautiful, but also to have a soul in it. That's why every piece of wood we use 

is carefully selected and treated to fully reflect its natural beauty and character. This Fall 

edition of High Point Market Authority we are pleased to present our outdoor SEASON 

corner sofa and HILL recliner which will be shown at our showroom in C&D Building at 5th 

Floor, 5-I. 



 
Our furniture collections are a tribute to the region from which we hail. Every detail, every 

shape, every finish carries a hint of this unique land. From furniture inspired by the tranquility 

of the lakes to those that evoke the forest backwoods, the discerning customer will find 

something to his liking in our diverse range. 

 



- At Homenestry, we believe that furniture not only creates interiors, but also influences our 

well-being and relationship with the world around us - emphasizes Magdalena Cierniewska. - 

That's why every stage of our furniture production is done with the utmost care and attention 

to detail. And each product is the result of heart work and passion for creating beauty. 

 

We encourage all lovers of nature, aesthetics, and unique interiors to get acquainted with the 

offer of the Homenestry brand. Each piece of furniture is special and unique, just like the 

picturesque region of Warmia and Mazury, which is the unfathomable inspiration of the 

brand. Let's bring nature into our homes, creating spaces where harmony, beauty and 

functionality are one. 

 

The Homenestry brand constantly raises the bar in furniture design and the presentation of its 

unique products. That's why it proudly participates in the world's most prestigious furniture 

fairs: High Point Market in the United States, INDEX Dubai in the UAE or IMM Cologne in 

Germany. It presents the latest designs, unique patterns, and exceptional finishes. The brand 

shares its values and its philosophy with design enthusiasts, lovers of interior beauty and 

furniture industry professionals. 

 

We want not only to inspire, but also to arouse interest in our passion for creating furniture 

that combines aesthetics, durability, and harmony - emphasizes Magdalena Cierniewska. - 

Our presence at the international furniture fair is proof that we are ready to confront the 

biggest brands in the industry. We want to show the world that our furniture not only meets 

the highest quality standards but is also a tribute to our roots in Warmia and Mazury. 

 

With each piece of furniture signed with the Homenestry brand, you get a piece of Warmia 

and Mazury - a region worth loving and proud to present to the world. We invite you to 

discover the beauty of furniture that was created out of love for nature and passion for 

creating phenomenal things. 

 

www.homenestry.com 

 

 


